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Reviewer's report - Major Compulsory Revisions

Abstract: should be simplified, especially the results and conclusion. The conclusion in the abstract should not use the same words as the main text.

Discussion.

1. The explanation of the study results is weak and comparisons with other research is lacking. It is not easy to ascertain the main point. In addition, no limitations or future research are mentioned in the present study.

2. Discussion, second paragraph: there is no clear association with the major findings in this study.

3. Discussion, third paragraph: context logic is confusing.

4. Discussion, ninth paragraph (line 412): The author writes: “an arsenic-induced damage to the blood brain barrier”. A reference should be provided.

5. Discussion, ninth paragraph (line 426-436): reasons provided cannot be substantiated.

-Minor Essential Revisions

None

-Discretionary Revisions

None

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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